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Answer key
1)Which of the following is a container used to cllect different kinds of
input from the user?
a)Form
2)Which of the following is a open source web development?
b)Kompozer
3)What is use of various element of form?
c)both a & b
4)How many attributes does form tag have?
a)2
5)Which is the defaukt value of method attribute of form element?
d) a & b
6)Which type of data can be entered in the text box?
d) all of these
7)What appears in the circle of radio button which is selected?
c)dot
8)What is the shape of check box
b)square
9)Which tag is used to create drop down menu in the form?

c)select
10) What is used by user to edit a webpage?
b)Source code
11) which tab is used to design the webpage?
d)Any of these
12) what should be placed where label form should be appear?
b)cursor
13) with which extension a file in KampoZer be saved?
a).htm,.html
14) which type of field is used to insert multiline textbox?
a)radio button
15)Whose value should be given to create text area field?
a)rows,columns
16)what is by default background color of form in KompoZer?
c)Light Blue
17)which of the following has developed javascript?
b)google
18)which of the following known as special symbol in the syntax of CSS?
b)selector
19)which of the following is not an event?
c)set
20)which of the following stands for NaN?
b)Not a Number
21)Full form of CSS?

b)cascading style sheet
22)Style can be applied to____.
a) HTML element
23)_____ can be used for information to be put on internet?
d)all of these
24)_____ view is selected to see the source code of CSS Style sheet.
b)source
25)_____ is not a event handler.
c)load()
26)Javasrict statements can be written in _____ brackets.
a)<>
27)____ is used to declare variables in Javascrip.
b)var
28)BOM stands for____.
b)Browser object model
29)______ means the storage for storing values.
a)Variables
30)Which of the following is an HTML element on which style can be
applied?
b)Selector
31)Which of the foolowing filename is the home page of the website
saved as?
b)index.html
32)Which of the following helps in promoting the business the products &
attracting a large number of customer?

a)website
33)Which of the following is a variable that is sored on the users
computer?
a)Integer
34)Before creating a website, we should be clear with the ____ of the
website.
c) both a) & b)
35)The website design should scale for the devices like____
d)all of these
36)each webpage is an independent file on____.
d)all of these
37)When Javascript is used the webpage the deatails are separated
using___.
c): (colon)
38)FTP stands for____
b)File transfer protol
39)Which of the following content provides an overview of the
site,organization,products&services&other items?
b)Long
40)Which of the following ia a collection of interlinked webpages?
d)Website
41)Publishing the website is known as_____.
d)None of these
42)_______ is not the open source IDE foe web development.
d)Notepad
43)______ pffers limited free space on the web server.

d)All of these
44)______ language is not supported by BlueGriffon.
b)Dutch
45)Which of the following is an example for online booksore?
a)Amazon
46)Which of the following is known as the process of conducting the
banking transaction over the internet?
c)Net-banking
47)Which of the following is a good example of C2C model?
c)online purchasing
48)Today,Internet is being used by people for_____.
d)all of these
49)Today many businesses have set up their own_____.
b)Websites
50)An electronic newspaper is also known as____.
c)E-newspaper
51)______ is an example of E-newspaper.
c)Washington Post
52)_____ is an auction website.
b)www.ubid.com
53)The online complaint ____ can be tracked online.
a)status
54)With online banking, money can be transferred from one ____ to
another.
b)account

55)______ is not an online store.
d)Railway
56)Uisng E-commerce a customer can purchase any product anywhere
anytime & conduct business____.
a)24*7
57)_______ gives better & quicker customer service.
d)L-commerce
58)The unwanted mails are called____.
c)spam
59)The GSWAN website is _____.
c)www.gswan.com
60)_____ involves reverse auction.
a)B2C
61)Which of the following refers to buying of goods or services through
the use of internet enabled wireless devices?
b)M-commerce
62)Which of the following security aspect ensurs that only aunthentic
users are allowed to use the system?
a)Authorization
63)Who developed SSL protocol?
b)Netscape
64)Which of the following starting addres indicates that sites is secured by
SSL protocol.
c)https://

65)Full form of PDA_____.
b)Personal Digital Assistant
66)Mobile phone allow ____ time transactions while on the move.
a)real
67)The stock market services offered via mobile devices is known as ____.
d)All of these
68)Location based advertising targets consumers & the____ increases.
d)sales
69)Customers can order products while using a _____ payment method.
d)Secure
70)______ sites are very popular these days.
c)Auction
71)______ services is provided to the mobile phone users.
d)all of these
72)Full form of wi-fi_______.
a)wireless fidelity
73)Confidentiality is achieved by using _____ in which all messages
transmitted are encrypted.
c)cryptography
74)______ is the electronic defacing of an existing website page.
a)DOS
75)A firewall ______ from any type of an existing website page.
a)block

76)Which of the following is not a visibility symbol?
b)*
77)Which of the following is used to distinguish objects from each other?
d)all of these
78)The way of programming can be divided into ______ categories.
b)three
79)C# is a _____ programming language.
b)structural
80)Objects are ____.
d)all of these
81)______ is concept that that hides the complexity, it says what it does,
but not how it is done.
b)abstraction
82)Full form of ADT____
b)Abstract data type
83)Different_____ may have same methods with same name.
a)Function
84)Polymorphism is achieved using _____ types of overloading.
c)Two
85)_____ represents non-exclusive relationship between classes.
b)Aggregation
86)The focus is on _____ entity in an object oriented methodology.
d)Objects

87)Which of the following is used to define common features of similar
objects?
c)methods
88)Which of the following refers to a file that has an entire directory
structure inside it?
d)archive
89)Which technology gives our location accuracy?
d)GPS
90)Which command is used to quit the R?
b)q()
91)A modern ____ system has lakhs of files on them.
b)Computer
92)The most common compressed file formats are____.
c) both A) & b)
93)In linux _____ is an open source archiving program.S
b)gzip
94)Full form of GPS_____.
b)Global Positioning System
95)To use Skype service, a _____ user account is needed.
a)Skype
96)Full form of ATM____.
d)Automatic trailer machine
97)Full form of VLC____.

a)VideoLAN Client
98)full form of PHP____.
b)Hypertext preprocessor
99)Which of the following is a feature rich media player?
c)VLC
100)For which type archive is the password protection option available?
d)both zip & tar.gz

